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The game has changed a lot since I wrote my first seven tips. The purpose of the original tips was to be able to quickly get smart new team members without having to repeat myself constantly. I stopped playing around level 24. The game is stupidly expensive. Three of my friends continue
to play and I always interact with them. So while I think the comments below are great for level 16 and below the players, they don't really apply to level 18 and above - things have changed a lot. So I'm going to start writing some new tips. If you have a good tip, add it below in the
comments to this section, and I'll publish a full blog about your tip, crediting you as well. There are a lot of visits on this page, so clearly people have interest. Edit Share Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Aircraft carriers are your base's main fighting
force. Warships and aircraft are useless without an aircraft carrier to which they are assigned. Content [show] AcquisitionDit Four carriers are rewarded as the game progresses. All others must be purchased with silver, gold or aircraft carrier shards. UpgradesEdit Carriers can be increased
in level and class. The two costs of resources (uranium) and different materials. Some carriers can be evolved to a much stronger version. This is only available for money or for some cases for coins that can be purchased with money. ClassEdit The first class is white. When the aircraft
carrier base reaches Lv. 10, you can upgrade your carriers to the green class. Next ist 'blue', then 'purple', then 'gold', then 'red'. List of carriersEdit Carrier: Star Acquisition Bonus Lv. / class Command Health Armor Speed Load Gather Vikramaditya 3 Aircraft Carrier Base Lv. 6 Aircraft
Carrier Speed, Carrier Armor 1 / white 22 12,760 50 32 4,680 9 80 / red 320 1,953,000 683 32 361,100 9 Vikramaditya A 4 Money, evolved from Vikramaditya Blockade to Aircraft, Interference to Aircraft 1 / white 52 42,860 90 45 17,100 12 80 / red 350 2,383,000 723 45 564,700 12
Vikramaditya S 5 Money, evolved from Vikramaditya A Blockade to Aircraft, Interference to Aircraft 1 / white 82 83,060 120 45 40,400 17 80 / red 380 3,223,000 753 45 848,700 17 Chakri Naruebet 2 Start of the game Command Power 1 / white 21 11,730 50 45 3,050 8 80 / red 368
1,832,000 793 32 380,800 8 Queen Elizabeth 4 Login day 7 + Aircraft Carrier Base Lv. 21 Aircraft Attack 1 / white 38 24,920 80 27 21,450 14 80 / red 374 2,605,000 661 27 580,900 14 Sao Paulo 3 Money Collecting, Aircraft Carrier Speed 1 / white 26 13 770 50 39-6 26 455 9-4 80 / red
324 994,000 659 39-15 752 200 9-13 Liao Ning 4 Silver Collection, Total Dodge 1 / white 31 20 815 76 30 49 225 13-10 80 / red 345 2,485,900 657 30 1,096,499 13-14 Charles de Gaulle 4 Money Aircraft Carrier Speed, Global Armor 1 / White 47 31 427 84-100 24-12 14 670 13 80 / red
404 2 734 500 660-85 24-15 491 960 13 5 Kuznetsov Silver Attack, Aircraft Carrier Armor 1 / White 51 45 070 120-80 19 61 500 20 80 / red 426 2 225,000 658-125 19 1 328,000 20 Ford 5 Money Aircraft Carrier Speed, Overall Armor, Overall Armor, Global Attack 1 / White 60 52 584 126-
70 17-8 40 275 18 80 / red 460 3 383 500 658-115 115 17-17 1,146,800 18 Golden USS America I 3 Money Aircraft Attack 1 / white 30 14 780 50 35 6 750 10 80 / red 328 2,035,000 635 35 424,000 10 Golden USS America II 4 Money, evolved from Golden US US America I Aircraft Attack,
Overall Armor 1 / white 38 24 920 80 100 35 21 450 14 80 / red 374 2 605 000 661-85 35 580 900 14 Golden USS America III 5 Money , evolved from Golden USS America II Aircraft Attack , Global Armor 1 / white 49 50 087 104-128 35 61 500 19 80 / red 436 3 279 000 730-1104 35 1 1 1
1 1 1328 000 19 Golden USS America IV Th-ng Long Truman Last update: June 19, 2018Battle Warship: Naval Empire is a futuristic / post-apocalyptic, MMORTS on the title of war (massively multiplayer online real-time strategy) that is synonymous with games like Clash of Clans, Guns of
Glory, or Age of Empire. If you are especially into these types of games (especially if you are playing casually on the go), this one is probably a good choice as it has two of the most basic requirements that any good MMORTS game should have; polished gameplay, and a massive
population of players. Given that it has over 5 million downloads of google play alone makes it a very well populated game - meaning you'll never run out of co-players to play the game with. Battleship: The Naval Empire follows a post-apocalyptic scenario in which the world is reduced to a
sea-flooded planet. In the process, the remaining human population are separated into clusters - trying to acquire resources for themselves to survive. Given the situation, he has created a world that is plunged into distress, panic and greed. The player in return - will lead one of these
clusters that will try to survive, grow and overcome your adversities. Apart from inter-Battlefield wars, players also have the ability to play with PVEs or battles per system instance - which in this game would be put against pirates infesting the battlefield. And while the game setting and
pattern choice might not meet everyone's preference, it's surely not so difficult for anyone to get a taste for this game. For the most part, it shares the same basics as the usual MMORTS games. Yet the basic objective of the game is to have you lead a new base, engaged in different
activities that would eventually increase your power (efficiency in battle), and gradually progress in the game by improving your headquarters, your resource collectors, research and the things related to war, joining alliances, and of course, growing your own fleet. We have compiled quick
references to the game, some valuable tips for beginners, and provided a basic list of the frequently requested about the game (and their most appropriate answers). To keep the guide up to date with the valuable details in the game Battle Warship: Naval Empire, you can also publish your
own questions, and we will do our best to get you the answers. Welcome to the guide! We have relarted questions and answers about this which can also help you: Show all PrivatNur Mitglieder konnen die anderen Mitglieder der Gruppe und ihre Beitr-ge sehen. SichtbarJeder kann diese
Gruppe finden. These are tips and tricks and help groups. Do you need help? you can ask a question. we can help you maybe we can solve. if you know anything. You can show your tips and tricks and others. we are all entitled to tips,... Mehr tricks, mod, hacking, buy or sale and refund
policy please share it. If you want to know tips, tricks, mod, hack, refund policy, you can ask a question for the group. our tips and tricks, mod, hack, cheat and refunded post can follow, but you can face banned, freeze account and scam be careful. Chronik anzeigenZur Gruppe hinzuf-
genZur Veranstaltung einladen einladen
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